DRUG DEVELOPMENT

A flexible lab
for the future
Automated laboratory workflows are commonplace in the pharmaceutical sector, offering increased
throughput and process security throughout the drug discovery process. Most of these systems are
dedicated to a specific task or assay, and have been optimized to streamline these repetitive tasks.
Roche has taken a different approach for drug metabolism work, creating a centralized automation
facility that is agile enough to respond to the changing demands of R&D.
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“Our automated systems are centralized
in a core facility with dedicated
technicians to organize and program
them, providing a service for all 80
researchers in the department. As
most of the assays don’t require a
high throughput approach, we have
decided to use each instrument for
multiple assays. We operate nine Tecan
instruments – seven Freedom EVO® and
two Fluent® instruments – and the two
identical Fluent systems can each run
16 or 17 different assay scripts. Different
people from the department use the
instruments on a weekly or fortnightly
basis, and they can book either system
using an electronic calendar when a
slot is available; one person can run
one assay in the morning, and someone
else an entirely different assay in the
afternoon. Researchers are responsible
for running their assays, but we help the
process along by hosting the equipment
and supporting them to optimize the

Two Fluent workstations are the latest additions to Roche’s core automation facility
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us to focus on the
areas where we
add most value
– analyzing data
and designing
experiments to
answer specific
project questions.
automation and gather good quality
data. They don’t need to reconfigure
the Tecan instruments; they simply load
up the experimental protocol, import
their variables, add reagents, and set it
running.”
Stephen continued: “The Tecan devices
are well suited to running multiple
different assays. We were fortunate
enough to work with the Fluent during
its development, and we’ve been
involved throughout the planning phases
of the system. Tecan has developed the
software in line with some functionality
we desired, and they’re very open to
hearing our ideas. For example, we work
with lots of different users and every
so often an experiment will be set up
with a reagent in the wrong place or
with a misaligned plate, which disrupts
the assay. We inserted a simple step
into the software that brought up a
screenshot of a correctly prepared
assay for comparison, prior to the user
pressing ‘Start’. If one in 20 assays now
works where it would have failed, it’s a

Roche’s Stephen Fowler, Pascal Schenk and NaHong Qiu are ‘looking to the future of automation’
to meet the company’s changing R&D needs
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To find out more about Tecan’s
Fluent systems, visit
www.tecan.com/fluent
To learn more about Roche,
visit www.roche.com
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